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Abstract One of the major benefits of interdisciplinary research is the chance to

swap tools between fields, to save having to reinvent the wheel. The fields of

language evolution and evolutionary biology have been swapping tools for centuries

to the enrichment of both. Here I will discuss three categories of tool swapping: (1)

conceptual tools, where analogies are drawn between hypotheses, patterns or pro-

cesses, so that one field can take advantage of the path cut through the intellectual

jungle by the other; (2) theoretical tools, where the machinery developed to process

the data in one field is adapted to be applied to the data of the other; and (3)

analytical tools, where common problems encountered in both fields can be solved

using useful tricks developed by one or the other. I will argue that conceptual tools

borrowed from linguistics contributed to the Darwinian revolution in biology; that

theoretical tools of evolutionary change can in some cases be applied to both genetic

and linguistic data without having to assume the underlying evolutionary processes

are exactly the same; and that there are practical problems that have long been

recognised in historical linguistics that may be solved by borrowing some useful

analytical tools from evolutionary biology.
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Language evolution and biological evolution are obviously very similar: both can be

described by a process of descent with modification leading to hierarchical patterns

of similarity between lineages, both involve the rise in frequency of individual

differences until they form characteristic differences between populations, both

generate diversity by splitting of lineages which may also suffer extinction.

Language evolution and biological evolution are also obviously very different:

where biological evolution acts by the changing frequency of traits inherited by

offspring from their parents, language evolution involves changing patterns of

intangible sounds, images and concepts, passed between both related and unrelated

individuals of any age by any medium, which can be both unconsciously adopted

and wilfully changed.

When do the similarities allow us to use the same tools to investigate both

language and biological evolution? When do the differences make swapping tools

dangerously misleading? In this paper, I will argue that as long as we are clear what

task we are using the tools for, the fundamental differences between language

evolution and biological evolution will in some cases be less important than they

first appear. I will restrict the discussion to a comparison between evolutionary

biology and historical linguistics (the study of language change over time), rather

than considering linguistics as a whole, or the origin of language itself.

To be clear on the job we are doing with our tools, it might help to split them into

several different kinds—conceptual tools, theoretical tools, and analytical tools—

though the distinctions between theses categories may not be clear in all cases.

Conceptual tools are analogies drawn between different processes, where the

rhetorical device of comparison between similar examples is used to bolster the

argument for the reasonableness of one case by reference to the other. Theoretical

tools are models that can be used to investigate patterns and processes, using

simplified and indirect representations of the systems to explore the influence of

different factors. Analytical tools are practical applications, useful pieces of kit that

can be profitably employed outside the field they were originally developed in.

These three kinds of tools seem to have had different patterns of swapping

between historical linguistics and evolutionary biology. Conceptual tools have a

long history of two-way exchange, with traffic back and forth between evolutionary

biology and historical linguistics. Theoretical tools have thus far predominantly

been borrowed in one direction, from biology to linguistics. And while some

analytical tools have moved between fields, I will highlight some areas where there

has been a puzzling lack of transfer, despite the development in biology of practical

solutions to problems shared with historical linguistics.

Conceptual tools

Conceptual tools are analogies drawn between different fields that allow people

to move along a path already cut through the intellectual jungle. In this sense,

conceptual tools are rhetorical devices whose primary purpose is persuasion of the

plausibility of a proposed process by demonstrating the operation of that process in

another sphere. As analogies, conceptual tools do not rely on inferring homologous
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mechanisms, merely on making an idea more palatable by drawing a likeness to

another more broadly accepted example (Croft 2008).

Borrowing conceptual tools from historical linguistics was a recurring element in

the early promulgation of evolutionary biology. Darwin was not the first to suggest

that species had evolved, and he was not the first to see the potential for natural

selection to effect change in a population over time, but he was the first to make a

detailed and logical case for connecting individual heritable variation to population

change to the generation of biological diversity. Prosecuting the Darwinian

revolution involved convincing people that the variation we can observe among

individuals within populations is sufficient to drive the formation of immense

differences between living species and to thus generate exuberant diversity over

time. Studies of language change over time provided conceptual tools that

evolutionary biology could borrow to make the case for Darwinism more

convincing, by offering palatable evidence for both descent with modification and

gradualism.

Evidence for descent with modification was effectively undeniable for languages.

The study of philology had a long academic history and was well established by the

late eighteenth Century, when comparison of Sanskrit to Latin and Greek led Sir

William Jones, an English judge serving in Calcutta, to the conclusion that ‘‘no

philologer could examine all three without concluding that they had all sprung from

a common source’’ (Jones 1788). While much philology had been focused on the

history of the Indo-European languages, as people travelled the globe, they not only

brought back information on the distribution of species but also the similarities and

differences between languages (Prichard 1832). For example, one of the books

carried in the Beagle’s library was John Hawkesworth’s account of Cook’s voyages,

published in 1773, which included a comparison of basic word lists from languages

such as Malay, Javanese and languages of the South Seas, concluding that they had

all sprung from a common root, yet were also puzzlingly similar to the language

used in far-distant Madagascar by speakers of apparently different race (Hawkes-

worth 1773)—a conundrum now solved by evidence that Madagascar was colonized

by Austronesian speaking people who had travelled across the Indian Ocean

(Kusuma et al. 2015).

Not only the historical patterns of descent but also the processes of change were

examined in widely-read works on philology. For example, Jacob Grimm’s work on

German grammar provided one of the first case studies of systematic sound change,

where a number of shifts in consonants could be reconstructed over time. Darwin

refers in his notebooks to the ideas of philologist John Horne Tooke, who,

publishing in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, endeavoured to

trace the origin of words through changing historical use, such that, in Darwin’s

words, ‘‘most every language shows traces of anterior state’’ (Darwin 1838).1 The

process of descent with modification had been also been recognised in textual

analysis. Stemmatic methods were used to infer lines of descent of texts by using

1 Horne Tooke also used his philological work to provide a rather quirky legal defence in which he

claims to have been made the victim in a court of law of two prepositions and a conjunction (Horne

Tooke 1840).
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occasional changes to reconstruct the chain of copies. In the early nineteenth

century Karl Lachmann had developed a formalised approach to reconstructing

ancient texts based on genealogical relationships between existing copies, which,

for example, he used to reconstruct a single ancestral archetype of Lucretius’

Epicurean poem De rerum natura.

There was then in the first half of the nineteenth century an intellectual milieu

around the ideas of both species transformation and language genealogy. The

development of neither field depended on the other: ideas of language evolution had

preceded the formal introduction of evolutionary theory, and the evidence for

biological evolution was drawn from geology and natural history not directly from

studies of language. But the exchange of ideas stimulated both fields.

Here, I will focus only on arguments concerning gradual evolutionary change

within languages, not whether the faculty of language itself was acquired by many

small steps or a big leap (Berwick and Chomsky 2015). Of course, Darwin was

compelled to argue for a gradual acquisition of language capability (Darwin 1838),

and most of Darwin’s early notes on language evolution are concerned with solving

the puzzle of how thinking, speaking humans could be derived from dumb brutes by

degrees (Alter 2007). But Darwin also showed an early interest in attempts to use

gradualist explanations of language change to infer human history (Darwin 1837) as

well as philological explanations of how language could be gradually modified over

time to give ‘‘a radical diversity of tongues’’ (Darwin 1838). As noted by geologist

Sir Charles Lyell, the process of evolutionary change in both species and languages

could be studied without addressing the issue of origins: ‘‘we may enquire into the

link of descent and hereditary transmission and the mode of variation and of growth

without pretending to solve the problem of creation. Just as we may endeavour to

investigate the rise and growth of languages and their success extinction without

pretending to define or comprehend what may be the nature of that inventive power

by which man gives origin to new terms and words’’ (Lyell 1860).

The interchange of ideas between evolutionary biology and linguistics is

symbolised by the parallel adoption of the same iconography in both fields. August

Schleicher, inspired by Darwin’s Origin of Species, made the analogy between

languages and species in great detail (Schleicher 1869). Darwin then drew on

Schleicher’s work in his Descent of Man (Darwin 1871). Darwin and Schleicher

both used branching diagrams to display the process of descent, and Ernst Haeckel,

inspired by Schleicher’s language phylogenies, developed the tree iconography

further, embedding the concept of an evolutionary tree at the heart of biology (List

et al. 2016; Richards 2002). Schleicher pointed out that while Darwin’s branching

diagram was theoretical, his phylogeny of Indo-European languages was empirical

(Schleicher 1869). This emphasizes the point that the evidence for demonstrable

patterns of descent was considered to be much stronger for languages than the

evidence for the theory of biological evolution, which was by many considered to

represent the possible rather than the actual (Richards 2002).

In the famous quote given at the beginning of this paper, Darwin notes not only

how the processes of formation of languages and species are curiously the same but

also that the proofs that they are the products of gradual change are also the same.

The empirically well-supported case for language change as a product of descent
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with modification was used to make the argument that species were likewise related

by descent more convincing, providing a plausible analogy for gradual change

driving evolution and divergence. For example, a key argument in the Origin of

Species is that hierarchical taxonomic classification is not an arbitrary naming

system but a natural reflection of descendant relationships between species. Darwin

argued that all of the various classification schemes invented by naturalists have

unconsciously reflected their genealogical history: ‘‘community of descent is the

hidden bond which naturalists have been unconsciously seeking, and not some

unknown plan of creation, or the enunciation of general propositions, and the mere

putting together and separating object more or less alike’’ (Darwin 1859). Darwin

draws an analogy to linguistics, particularly to make the point that relative amounts

of change are subordinate to hierarchical relationships in such a classification: ‘‘It

may be worth while to illustrate this view of classification, by taking the case of

languages. If we possessed a perfect pedigree of mankind, a genealogical

arrangement of the races of man would afford the best classification of the various

languages now spoken throughout the world; and if all extinct languages, and all

intermediate and slowly changing dialects, had to be included, such an arrangement

would, I think, be the only possible one. … The various degrees of difference in the

languages from the same stock, would have to be expressed by groups subordinate

to groups; but the proper or even only possible arrangement would still be

genealogical; and this would be strictly natural, as it would connect together all

languages, extinct and modern, by the closest affinities, and would give the filiation

and origin of each tongue’’ (Darwin 1859).

Language evolution not only provided undeniable evidence for the process of

descent with modification, it also provided a clear case for gradualism, the central

claim of Darwin’s theory. For languages, a convincing case could be made for

gradual accumulation of differences over time leading to distinct lineages. Indeed,

Schleicher regarded the study of language evolution as providing proof of Darwin’s

theory of descent with modification by demonstrating that the principles he

espoused could indeed generate diversity: ‘‘The kinship of the different languages

may consequently serve, so to speak, as a paradigmatic illustration of the origin of

species, for those fields of inquiry which lack, for the present at least, any similar

opportunities of observation’’ (Schleicher 1869). The analogy with language change

was presented to sweeten the pill of gradualism, by providing a case where gradual

change could be actually witnessed in action. ‘‘Ancient and extinct forms of life

often show combined or intermediate characters, like the words of a dead language

with respect to its several offshoots or living tongues’’ (Darwin 1868).

The importance of the analogy with language evolution for the acceptance of

Darwinian gradualism can be appreciated by considering the transformation of Sir

Charles Lyell’s views on biological evolution. It was upon Lyell’s Principles of

Geology that Darwin built, by analogy, his uniformitarian approach to biology. Like

Lyell’s geological explanations of the formation of the physical worlds, Darwin

claimed that the features of the biological world and the changes of the past could

and should be explained using only processes known to operate in the present day.

Darwin had discussed his theory with Lyell by 1856, and Lyell strongly encouraged

Darwin to publish (Wilson 1970). Although Lyell saw the value of Darwin’s
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hypothesis, he was not, like Thomas Henry Huxley or Ernst Haeckel, an enthusiastic

convert. But, appropriately for the leading uniformitarian of the day, Lyell came by

gradual changes to eventually accept Darwinian evolution.

To read Lyell’s notebooks is to witness someone struggling with the intellectual

upheaval associated with accepting the new world view imposed by Darwinism.

Lyell had read Lamarck in 1827, but, like most of his contemporaries, he rejected

species transformation. As a geologist, Lyell had plenty of evidence of changing

biota over time, but this did not require him to believe that species themselves could

change. His rejection of species transformation was partly justified on empirical

grounds, because he did not feel the imperfect record provided by fossils was able to

support such a conclusion. But, privately, he was also uncomfortable with the

logical conclusion of accepting that species had descended from other species would

require one to ‘‘go the whole orang’’ and accept the origin of humans as descended

from a primate progenitor, and that placing humans in the animal family tree would

not only challenge ‘‘the position of Man in the Universe’’ but also diminish the

dignity of the Creator (Bartholomew 1973; Wilson 1970). Instead, Lyell believed

that species were so closely adapted to their particular environments that

environmental change caused extinction and hence temporal species turnover.

Lyell’s commitment to uniformitarian explanations balked at accepting a mode

of change if he could not see the mechanism currently in operation. Thus Lyell’s

rejection of species transformation was also partly on mechanistic grounds, given

that the ‘‘variety-making machinery’’ which fed the process was poorly understood.

And here analogies to language change may have helped him to accept species

change despite the lack of understanding of the mechanism of generation of variety.

In 1860, Lyell wrote in his notebooks on the species question: ‘‘We may enquire

into the link of descent and hereditary transmission and the mode of variation and of

growth without pretending to solve the problem of creation. Just as we may

endeavour to investigate the rise and growth of languages and their successive

extinction without pretending to define or comprehend what may be the Nature of

that inventive power by which Man gives origin to new terms and words’’ (Lyell

1860).

Though he was a reluctant transformationist, Lyell was a committed gradualist,

and he argued against any theory for the origin and diversity of language that

require special creation or unknown forces. Instead, in his notebooks, he explores

how languages may diversify slowly over time: ‘‘The longer any particular type of

language has existed, the greater will have been the number of its dialects and their

divergence from parent stock, not only by desuetude but by new inventive additions,

some of a higher, some of a simpler kind’’ (Lyell 1860). This brings Lyell to

Darwin’s point that a continual process of descent with modification can create a

hierarchy of related forms with distinct differences between them: ‘‘Language may

be historically and continuously connected, yet distinct’’ (Lyell 1860). He

emphasises the similarity between the geographical evidence for language origin

with the same form of evidence used to argue for species evolution: every language

must have a single origin in time and space, and cannot be independently creating in

two places, and once extinct cannot come back to life. This is clearly related to

Alfred Russel Wallace’s observation that species come into being connected in time
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and space with closely allied species (Wallace 1855), an insightful observation

which apparently had nagged at Lyell since its publication in 1855 (Costa 2013;

Wilson 1970). So Lyell’s notebooks bear witness to him using analogy to language

evolution to convince himself of the reasonableness of biological evolution: ‘‘As

any language has been in some way connected with a preceding one so may every

species. Languages may improve and may degenerate, may change with compar-

ative rapidity, or be persistent for indefinite periods—and once extinct can never

reappear. All this may be true of species’’ (Lyell 1860).

By the time Lyell published ‘‘Geological Evidences of the Antiquity of Man’’ in

1863, he had become an advocate for Darwinian evolution. In Huxley’s words

‘‘Lyell, up to that time a pillar of the anti-transmutationists (who regarded him, ever

afterwards, as Pallas Athene may have looked at Dian, after the Endymion affair),

declared himself a Darwinian, though not without putting in a serious caveat.

Nevertheless, he was a tower of strength, and his courageous stand for truth as

against consistency, did him infinite honour’’ (Huxley 1887). Lyell devoted an

entire chapter in the Antiquity of Man to the evolution of languages, dressing in

linguistic cloth the same arguments that Darwin had rehearsed in the Origin of

Species in order to link individual variation to the generation of diversity. Lyell

points out that a natural historian arguing for species transformation might

encounter the same objections to the theory as an imagined philologist explaining

the theory of language transmutation to a naı̈ve audience, such as the lack of

intermediates between contemporary languages, the absence of records of past

states, the disagreement as to the exact divisions between dialect and language

(Lyell 1863). He then demonstrates how the philologist might use all of these

observations to support his theory of transformation, as well as pointing to the

genealogical relationships between related languages both living and dead, and the

documented change in any given language over time. Thus the argument for descent

with modification is of the same kind for both languages and species.

But Lyell goes further than merely pointing out that languages, like species, show

evidence of descent with modification. He also uses analogy with language change to

argue for the mechanism of Darwinian gradualism (which these days we would refer

to as a microevolutionary explanation of macroevolutionary change). Language

change provides an ideal conceptual tool because it appeals to an individual’s every

day experience of the adoption of small changes in language over their lifetime. ‘‘But

another important question still remains to be considered, namely, whether the

trifling changes which can alone be witnessed by a single generation, can possibly

represent the working of that machinery which, in the course of many centuries, has

given rise to such mighty revolutions in the forms of speech throughout the world.

Everyone may have noticed in his own lifetime the stealing in of some slight

alterations of accent, pronunciation or spelling, or the introduction of some words

borrowed from a foreign language to express ideas of which no native term precisely

conveyed the import. He may also remember hearing for the first time some cant

terms or slang phrases, which have since forced their way into common use, in spite

of the efforts of the purist. But he may still contend that ‘‘within the range of his

experience’’, his language has continued unchanged, and he may believe in its

immutability in spite of minor variations…. If the numerous words, idioms, and
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phrases, many of them of ephemeral duration, which are thus invented by the young

and old in various classes of society, … could all be collected together and put on

record, their number in one or two centuries might compare with the entire

permanent vocabulary of the language’’. Lyell’s detailed discussion of how observed

features of language diversity can arise by the gradual accumulation of small

changes, combined with the differing fates of populations and movements of

languages in time and space, rewards reading today by its clarity in setting out an

argument for macroevolutionary patterns arising from microevolutionary change.

So Charles Lyell, who had previously publicly rejected species transformation,

was within a few years of the publication of Origin of Species using language

evolution to make a cogent argument for descent with modification and Darwinian

gradualism. Darwin himself then quoted Lyell’s arguments in The Descent of Man,

though here the explanatory arrow flips direction again: Darwin uses the same

arguments of analogy between language change and species transformation—

homologies of form due to common descent, presence of rudiments, hierarchical

classification, geographic patterns and extinction—to strengthen his claim for the

gradual diversification of all languages from a common source rather than languages

originating by a special act of creation (Darwin 1871).

In this manner, the conceptual tool of gradual accretion of change within

populations leading to both difference and divergence was swapped back and forth

between historical linguistics and evolutionary biology, borrowing the reasonable-

ness of the process in one field to support the reasonableness of the same conclusion

in the other. Note that this is an argument from analogy, not an appeal to homology.

No one needs to claim that language evolution is in any way mechanistically the

same as biological evolution: Darwin and Lyell point out that language change may

be driven by fashion, social structure or educational policies (Darwin 1871; Lyell

1863). Instead, the appeal is to the plausibility of the explanation: just as we can see

that languages change and diverge over time to create distinct varieties, so might we

accept that species could likewise change over time. Both Lyell and Schleicher felt

that a more convincing case for Darwinian evolution could be made with reference

to evidence from historical linguistics, which should then in turn help to convince

people of the reality of Darwinian evolution for the origin of species (Taub 1993).

Darwin also used analogy of languages to species to make a palatable argument for

gradualism for one of the most persistent challenges to his evolutionary theory, the

origin of human intelligence and communication (Darwin 1871).

The borrowing of conceptual tools between historical linguistics and evolution-

ary continues to be useful (List et al. 2016; Whitfield 2008). For example, the

appropriateness of representing historical change as a tree has been challenged by

drawing analogies between lexical borrowing and horizontal gene transfer

(Atkinson and Gray 2005; List et al. 2014). There are many processes in both

language and biological evolution that do not result in a nested pattern of two-way

splits, such as hybridization (the merger of previous separate species or languages to

form a new biological lineage or contact language) and horizontal transfer (genes or

words moving between populations). While the same terms may be used to describe

these non-bifurcating processes, they are analogies and not homologies. For

example, while Schleicher likened the influence of a foreign language to cross-
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breeding in biology (List et al. 2014), he cannot have considered that the adoption of

foreign words was by the same mechanism as hybridization through sexual

reproduction. But the implications of recognizing these very different processes are

similar in both historical linguistics and evolutionary biology. In both fields, the

fitting of data to a bifurcating model of descent has often led to removal of any data

that show evidence of lateral transfer between lineages. Genes that do not show

strictly vertical patterns of descent are typically excluded from phylogenetic studies,

and loan words are removed from linguistic datasets before phylogenies are

constructed (Greenhill and Gray 2012; Starostin 2000). But borrowings are not only

legitimate historical signal, they may be as informative of the lineages’ history and

modes of change than those traits that track the main line of descent. So the value of

the analogy is in highlighting patterns that may be inadequately reflected in classic

tree-like depictions, rather than identifying homologous processes of exchange

between lineages.

Linguists, unlike evolutionary biologists, have never been able to ignore

horizontal transfer of language elements, and thus the bifurcating tree model has

traditionally been less enthusiastically embraced in historical linguistics. Identifi-

cation of the source of loan words has been used to trace language evolution (see

examples in Durkin 2014; Evans 2011; Kirch 2001), and examples of language

hybridization have helped to answer fundamental questions concerning language

evolution (e.g. Blasi et al. 2017; DeGraff 2005; McWhorter 2001). By comparison,

evolutionary biologists have been generally slower to embrace horizontal transfer as

being anything more than a nuisance. Whereas the discombobulating effect of

horizontal gene transfer was once seen as inhibiting the inference of the true history

of the major branches of life, it is now regarded by some as being the main story

rather than the distraction, leading to arguments that a bifurcating tree is a false

representation of much of the evolutionary history of life on earth (Doolittle 1999;

Martin 2011). Genes that moved to the nucleus from organelle genomes that had

previously been expunged from phylogenetic analyses are now seen as important

objects of study in their own right (Keeling and Palmer 2008). Discordance between

phylogenies built from different genes, traditionally dismissed as noise rather than

signal, has in some cases revealed interesting evolutionary histories, such as the

transfer of genes between parasites and their hosts (Mower et al. 2004). Just as the

analogy to language evolution was made in the early history of evolutionary biology

to argue for descent with modification and gradualism, so the analogy between

language borrowing and horizontal gene transfer is being explicitly drawn in order

to make a case for a new approach to phylogenetics (Gray et al. 2010; List et al.

2014). In this way, a conceptual tool has paved the way for the adoption and sharing

of new analytical tools.

Theoretical tools

Theoretical tools can be considered to be indirect representations of a problem in a

framework that makes exploration of patterns and processes tractable and infor-

mative (Weisberg 2007). The form of theoretical tool that had been commonly
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swapped between biology and linguistics is an evolutionary model (Croft 2008). A

model is a stripped down representation of a process, calling on a few stylised

components and a small number of basic mechanisms that can be used to explore

the behaviour of a system under particular conditions. It is the simplicity and

abstraction of many models that allows theoretical tools developed to solve one

particular problem to be repurposed to investigate different phenomena.

Many different evolutionary models have been applied to understanding

language evolution, including processes of random change and selection (e.g.

Baxter et al. 2006; Blythe 2012). The use of evolutionary models to study the

process of language evolution has been questioned on the grounds that language

evolution is insufficiently like genetic evolution to justify use of the same

theoretical tools (Hauser et al. 2014; Marris 2008). But models do not have to be an

accurate reflection of reality to be useful. Indeed, simple abstract models may be

more useful tools than those that reflect the complex reality of biological or

linguistic change (Smith 2014). For each theoretical tool we wish to use, the

relevant question is whether the theoretical tool performs the job we ask of it for a

particular data set.

As an example, consider the role of population genetic models in the

development of evolutionary biology. Mathematical modeling of population

genetics was dismissed by the biologist Ernst Mayr as ‘‘beanbag genetics’’—

depicting the complex processes of inheritance and selection as if they were as

simple as drawing coloured beans from a bag. Mayr claimed that these simple

beanbag models had contributed little in the way of conceptual progress

(Dronamraju 2011; Rao and Nanjundiah 2011). This dismissal was unfair in

several ways, not least of which is the failure to acknowledge that these models

revolutionised evolutionary biology (Crow 2008): it also ignored the attention that

the architects of the models had given to the complicating factors such as epistasis,

linkage and dominance (Dronamraju 2011). But, perhaps more fundamentally,

Mayr’s criticism mischaracterized the goal of models of evolution, which is not to

mimic reality but to allow exploration of the possible outcomes of proposed

processes (Crow 2001). Mayr stated that it was wrong to think that it was possible to

arrive at the truth through mathematical formulae (see Rao and Nanjundiah 2011).

But if modeling genes as beans in a bag give us the right answer—that it, it allows

us to make useful predictions about an evolving system—then that theoretical tool is

serving the purpose for which it was designed.

The debate over the utility of beanbag genetics is relevant to the consideration of

the role of population genetic models to study language evolution. Clearly, language

evolution differs from population genetics in many important ways, including

mechanisms of generation of variation and modes of transmission and adoption of

new forms. But, given that a model is a simplified and indirect representation of

specific processes, we need to think clearly about what the purpose of the model is

before we can decide whether differences between languages and species will

impact on the utility of the model.

For example, randomness of mutation is often considered a pillar of evolutionary

theory (Lenski and Mittler 1993). Genetic variation is generated by accidental

changes to the genome, so new mutations arise without regard to need. Most
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changes are likely to be either without benefit or harmful, but, by chance, some

mutations will improve an organism’s chances of survival and reproduction. Natural

selection filters these random changes, because mutations that reduce the chances of

successful reproduction are less likely to be passed on to the next generation. In

contrast, generation of variation in language evolution need not be random. While

language change can be accidental and unconscious, it can also be deliberate and

directed. Words may be invented in direct response to a communication need.

Pronunciation may be deliberately modified to align with or distinguish from a

particular group of speakers. Grammar may be changed by diktat. Given the

potential for directed generation and adoption of variation in language evolution,

how can we hope to use genetic models that are designed for systems with random,

undirected mutation?

But to regard random mutation as a sine qua non of evolutionary models is to

confuse an ‘is’ for an ‘ought’. Population genetic models work on the relative fitness

of mutations, regardless of their ultimate source. Natural selection filters out

deleterious mutations, and promotes those with fitness advantages. Even if some

mechanism evolved that produced proportionately fewer deleterious mutations, or

more advantageous ones, the process by which the advantageous mutations rose in

frequency until they were fixed in the population, or the deleterious ones reduced in

frequency until they disappeared, would presumably be the same. The robustness of

Darwinian evolutionary biology to the violation of the randomness of mutation is in

some way illustrated by the fact that Darwin himself was not wedded to the idea of

random generation of variation. While he considered most variation arose

irrespective of need, he considered there was evidence for several additional non-

random mutational processes—inheritance of acquired characteristics and environ-

mentally-stimulated mutation (Darwin 1858, 1859).

Darwin’s evidence on this point, drawn from a global network of correspondents,

may no longer be considered reliable proof of non-random mutation. But claims of

non-random generation of variation are not uncommon in more recent times. For

example there was a flurry of excitement when empirical claims were made for

directed mutation (Cairns et al. 1988), heritable changes that arise at greater

frequency in response to pressing need, though further experimentation suggested

that the pattern may be due to transient hypermutation under stress—still very

interesting, but still random with respect to fitness (Rosenberg 1997). The

distribution of fitness effects of new mutations is an empirical matter: that is, it is

determined by observation rather than by direct theoretical prediction (Eyre-Walker

and Keightley 2007). If we discovered that some lucky organism was able to skew

this distribution by generating the right kinds of mutations just when they needed

them, and thus to potentially speed the rate of adaptive evolution, this would

obviously greatly impact on our understanding of evolutionary biology, but it would

not necessarily require us to rewire our theoretical machinery (Foster 1999).

At this point in time, available evidence suggests that DNA sequence mutation is

random with respect to fitness. As Theodosius Dobzhansky noted ‘‘An ideal

situation would be if the organism were to respond to the challenge of the changing

environment by producing only beneficial mutations where and when needed. But

nature has not been kind enough to endow its creations with such a providential
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ability’’ (Dobzhansky 1937). But the models we use in evolutionary biology to

understand the dynamics of population genetic change would still be useful if

mutation was not random. So the potential for directed change in linguistics is an

example of a fundamental and important difference between language evolution and

biological evolution that does not necessarily impact on the utility of borrowing

theoretical tools.

But there might be other differences between linguistic and genetic evolution that

do impact on the applicability of evolutionary models. For example, in sexually

reproducing populations of diploids, such as humans, where an individual inherits

one copy of each chromosome from each parent, allele frequencies are prone to

sampling error. Since each individual can only carry two variants of any gene, a

small sample of individuals is unlikely to contain a fair representation of all the

variation in the population. Because of this, rapid population genetic change is

expected to occur in small founder populations due to the initial loss of unsampled

alleles (the founder effect). This initial loss of genetic variation might then be

compounded by ongoing loss of variation due to genetic drift, particularly while the

population remains relatively small.

The founder effect has also been invoked to explain global patterns of language

evolution. Decreasing phoneme inventories along chains of human migration has

been attributed to serial founder effects (Atkinson 2011; Hajek 2004), and languages

with smaller speaker populations have been reported to have smaller phoneme

inventories (Hay and Bauer 2007). But it is not clear the extent to which serial

founder events in human societies ought to have the same effect on languages as it

does on genetic variation (Bowern 2011). If small numbers of individuals can know

and use all the common language elements of the parent population, then the

subsampling that inevitably occurs in genetic variation when a new population is

started from a small number of founders might not occur for language features such

as phonemes. A small founder population might be prone to subsequent loss of word

variants through failure to use all variants consistently over generations (ongoing

drift), though this might only occur if the small size is maintained after foundation,

rather than in situations where the speaker population grows rapidly again to reach

the same size as the parent population (Bromham et al. 2015). The fit of language

data to a founder effect model is an ongoing area of investigation, tested with both

simulations and empirical data (Fort and Pérez-Losada 2016; Hunley et al. 2012).

We should care about whether our models do the job we want them to do.

Consider the application of population genetic models to language change. The

Wright–Fisher model of population genetics provides a way of calculating the

probability of gene frequencies in a population after a number of generations (Fisher

1930; Wright 1931). This model is typically described in terms of a population of

organisms consisting of a constant number of diploid individuals (that is, organisms

that have two, potentially non-identical, copies of every chromosome) with random

mating (no biased mate selection), non-overlapping generations (the parent

generation has died by the time their offspring reach maturity) and no selection

(no individual more likely to reproduce than any other, therefore no gene more

likely to be included in the next generation). The sampling process described is

(usually) sexual reproduction: the individuals of one generation mate at random and
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have offspring that inherit one allele (variant) of each gene from each parent,

selected at random. Given this process, and information on initial allele frequencies,

mutation rate and population size, the model allows us to generate predictions of

distributions of allele frequencies in future generations.

Despite the apparent lack of resemblance between language change and

population genetics, variants of the Wright–Fisher model have been applied to

language evolution to model the way that the language variants may be sampled

unevenly from a pool of possible variants, leading to gradual change over time

(Baxter et al. 2006, 2009; Bentley et al. 2011; Blythe 2012; Kirby et al. 2014; Reali

and Griffiths 2010). But what is the equivalent of sexual reproduction for

languages? Is it an individual acquiring language from their parents? Is it learning

from other members of the same cohort? While an individual receives their genes

‘‘vertically’’ from their parents, language variants can be acquired both vertically

(from parents) and horizontally (from unrelated individuals such as peers).

Everyone, with few exceptions, carries the same set of genes, so each individual

has exactly two copies of each gene (except for those on sex chromosomes) which

they inherited from their parents. So we can define a population genetic model

where each individual can carry two variants of each gene. But the population

structure of a language is harder to define: individuals may differ in which parts of

the language they know or regularly use, for example having a smaller or larger

vocabulary, or knowing more or less variant forms of a particular lexical item. It is

not even clear how to translate the parameters of the Wright–Fisher model to

linguistics. In the usual formulation of the model, N is the number of individuals in

biological population, so the number of alleles in the gene pool for a population of

diploids is 2N. But in the case of language, is N the number of speakers (Bentley

et al. 2004)? Or does N represent the number of occasions on which a given

individual samples a given linguistic element (for example, hears a particular word

associated with a particular meaning: Blythe 2012)? Or is N the number of different

linguistic forms an individual is exposed to (Reali and Griffiths 2010)?

Empirical resemblance is unneeded as long as the model is doing the work we

require of it. To use an entirely unrelated example, the hypercycle model for the

origin of life describes a possible path way to the evolution of simple replicating

evolvable entities. The hypercycle describes a hypothetical set of molecules that

engage in both autocatalysis (stimulate the production of more molecules like

themselves) and cross-catalysis (stimulate the production of another molecule:

Maynard Smith 1979). If A makes more A and stimulates replication of B, and if B

makes more B and stimulates production of C which makes copies of itself and

stimulates production of A, then you have a hypercycle which might just have the

potential for limited self-replication and evolution (Maynard Smith and Szathmáry

1995). The equations used to describe a hypercycle are mathematically equivalent to

the Lotka-Volterra model used to describe predator–prey dynamics in ecology

(Szathmáry 2013): if prey increase in number, predators increase in number,

reducing the number of prey, reducing the number of predators, allowing prey to

increase, and so on. There is no empirical resemblance between small autocatalytic

molecules floating in solution and predators chasing prey over a landscape. But we

can use the same form of model to describe and investigate both systems.
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In the case of the application of Wright–Fisher models to linguistics, there may

be empirical differences between language change and genetic change that we can

wilfully ignore, as long as we are clear on exactly what we are using the model to

do. We might consider that it doesn’t make a practical difference whether the

change in frequency of variants is by inheritance, learning or personal development.

We might just be able to ignore whether N represents the number of bean plants, the

number of different words for ‘‘bean’’, the number of times someone hears the word

‘‘bean’’, or actual beans in a bag. If we are using the model to generate a distribution

of possible outcomes from an unbiased serial sampling process, the equations are

the same. We can use the Wright–Fisher model to ask whether the representation of

our different types of beans (plants, words, tokens, or objects) at one point has been

randomly sampled from the available types in the previous time points.

To illustrate this approach, consider how the Wright–Fisher model has been

applied to investigating the process of formation of a new contact language from

two source languages (Meakins et al. submitted). Gurindji Kriol is a novel language

that has emerged in the past 50 years in a community in Northern Australia,

generated from the hybridization of Gurindji (from the Pama–Nyungan language

family) and Kriol (a creole language derived primarily from English but with a

distinct syntactic structure and grammar: McConvell and Meakins 2005; Meakins

2011, 2012). The formation of the new language has been so rapid that changes can

be attested by recording language used by different age groups living in the same

community. The grandparent generation speak both Gurindji and Kriol. Their

children are no longer fluent in the two parent languages but mix elements from

both source languages in their speech, although individuals may vary in which Kriol

or Gurindji language elements they use. The grandchildren speak a single shared

mixed language, using common language features that may have been derived from

either Gurindji or Kriol. By comparing the usage of Gurindji and Kriol terms in each

age group, and also the use of innovative new language features, we can investigate

how the elements of the two parent languages have been sampled to make the mixed

language. Have all language features from the two parent languages had the same

chance of ending up in the mixed language spoken by the grandchildren? Or has the

formation of the new language favoured adoption of elements from one or other

parent language? Or has the mixed language preferentially included particular kinds

of features, for example preferring simple over complex grammatical forms?

The Wright–Fisher model provides a theoretical tool for deriving the expected

distribution of language variants in the grandchild generation if sampling of

elements of the two source languages was entirely unbiased. By comparing this null

expectation to the observed usage of Gurindji and Kriol forms, we could identify

significant biases: Kriol forms were more likely to be included in the mixed

language than Gurindji forms (Meakins et al. submitted). The analysis also provides

a test of the hypothesis that the formation of contact languages is primarily driven

by simplification. If this were true, then we would expect that the rate of adoption of

simpler language variants into the contact language would be significantly higher

than more complex forms. But complex Kriol features had the same rate of adoption

as simple Kriol features, complex Kriol terms had a higher rate of adoption that

simple Gurindji forms, and complex Gurindji forms had a greater rate of adoption
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that either simple or highly complex Gurindji forms. The lack of a signal of

simplification in the formation of this particular contact language suggests that

simplification is not a universal signature of contact language formation.

The Wright–Fisher model provides a tool for working out what we should expect

to see if there was no preference for adopting one form of language feature over

another, then we can compare the observed usage to the expectation in order to

detect classes of language features that show patterns of adoption that can’t be

explained by random sampling. Comparing expectation to observation can be done

blind to the actual mechanism whereby variants are sampled from one age group to

the next. In this case, the population genetic model has provided us with a useful

theoretical tool that allows us to ask whether the adoption of language elements

from one generation to the next looks like random sampling or is biased toward

certain sources or kinds of language features.

Analytical tools

Borrowing analytical tools is a practical way to solve similar problems encountered

in both fields using tricks developed in one field or the other. Analytical tools will

often be statistical techniques or computational methods that were developed in one

field but can be adapted to be used on a different kind of data. For example,

evolutionary biologists borrowed the analytical tools of game theory, typically

applied in analysing economic behaviour, to investigate the evolution of behaviour

in animal populations (Maynard Smith and Price 1973). The evolutionary game

theory models have now been borrowed to explore cultural dynamics and language

evolution (Jäger 2008; Nowak et al. 1999; O’Connor 2017). Game theory is a handy

analytical tool that can be used to investigate a wide variety of systems where

multiple strategies with different payoffs exist.

A clear case of borrowing analytical tools is the use of computer programs

developed to produce phylogenies and networks. The enthusiastic adoption of the

iconography of the evolutionary tree in biology, and the persistent but less

universally accepted use of phylogenies in linguistics, has led in both fields to the

widespread application of the computational phylogenetic methods, with programs

originally developed for DNA sequence data being applied to comparative linguistic

datasets (Bouckaert et al. 2012; Gray et al. 2009; Grollemund et al. 2015). Many of

these methods assume that the data can be described by a bifurcating hierarchy, but

analytical tools for representing non-bifurcating relationships, such as borrowing

and hybridization, have also been horizontally transmitted between evolutionary

biology and linguistics (Bryant et al. 2005; Gray et al. 2010; Hamed 2005; Willems

et al. 2016). Stemmatic analyses have used phylogenetic methods from evolutionary

biology to reconstruct ancient texts from surviving copies (Altschuler et al. 2013;

Barbrook et al. 1998). Indeed, similar phylogenetic methods have been applied to

comparisons between wording of legal documents in order to track the changes in

anti-evolution legislation in the United States over time (Matzke 2016).

Given the amount of technological transfer between evolutionary biology and

historical linguistics, it is perhaps surprising to consider cases of analytical tools that
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have failed to be swapped between the fields, despite a clear and acknowledged

need. The case I would like to consider here is that of analytical tools for addressing

for statistical non-independence due to patterns of descent.

The problem of non-independence of observations made on species or human

societies has been recognized since the beginning of the development of

evolutionary studies. As noted by Lyell (1863), Wallace (1855), Darwin (1859)

and others, both languages and species show distinctly non-random patterns in space

and time. The practical upshot of descent with modification that, on the whole, close

relatives will tend to share many features (such as homologous traits or cognate

words) and will also have a tendency to be located near each other and therefore

share features of their environment. This complicates our ability to detect

meaningful causal patterns by comparing observations from different languages

or species. We can perhaps more easily appreciate the impact of the statistical non-

independence due to descent if we consider three different ways that it impacts on

cross-species and multi-language analyses (though there is not really a clear break

between these three in practise, and in many cases they can be addressed using the

same sets of tools). These are the problems of covariation, spatial autocorrelation,

and phylogenetic non-independence.

The problem of covariation is so easy to demonstrate, it’s actually fun. For

example, much was made of the finding that there is a statistically significant

correlation between the number of Nobel prize winners per country and the

country’s per capita chocolate consumption (Messerli 2012), with the widely

reported implication that eating chocolate makes you smart.2 Based on correlational

evidence alone, we might just as easily conclude that flat pack furniture makes you

smart because the number of Nobel prize winners is also related to the number of

IKEA stores per country (Maurage et al. 2013). And chocolate consumption is also

significantly associated with the number of serial killers per country (Roberts and

Winters 2013).

Such relationships will naturally cause people to roll their eyes and wearily sigh

‘‘correlation doesn’t prove causality’’. This is, of course, true—but only in the sense

that correlation between any two variables does not imply a direct causal connection

between the two. But it is fair to say that correlation does imply some form of causal

relationship between variables (Shipley 2002). This is precisely what the formal

statistical methods are aiming to establish: whether the covariation between two

variables is beyond what you would expect from a chance association between the

two. When chance association is rejected as improbable we conclude there is a high

probability of some kind of causal link between the variables, even if we don’t know

what that link is. We might hazard a guess what the link actually is, or we might

have no idea, but our ignorance has no impact on the conclusion that there is a

strong probability that something is causing the variables to covary.

2 Indeed evidence is growing for an effect of cocoa on cognitive functions (Sokolov et al. 2013), leading

to calls for ‘‘cocoa interventions’’ for urban children to counter the mind-numbing effects of pollution

(Calderon-Garciduenas et al. 2013). But these conclusions are based on empirical studies (such as the

cutely named ‘‘Cocoa, Cognition, and Aging (CoCoA) Study’’: Mastroiacovo et al. 2015), rather than

cross-cultural correlations.
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Covariation is a problem when we want to explain anything that has a geographic

pattern, because there is a fair bet that some other variable can be found that shares

the same pattern. For example, there is a growing body of studies showing a link

between parasite load and many different aspects of human behaviour and culture,

including authoritarianism, religiosity, rates of scientific innovation, marriage

patterns and spicy cuisine (Fincher and Thornhill 2012; Murray 2014; Murray et al.

2013; Schaller and Murray 2010). These studies have not been without their critics

(e.g. Currie and Mace 2012; Pollet et al. 2014; Ross and Winterhalder 2016), but the

flow of identified correlates with parasite load remains undiminished, at least partly

because there is a very large pool of potential covariables. Human parasite load

varies significantly with latitude (Cashdan and Steele 2013; Guernier et al. 2004), so

anything else that varies with latitude will also vary with parasite prevalence. And

there are a lot of things that vary with latitude.

For example, a recent paper correlated an index of traditionalism (derived from

answers to survey questions from 30 countries) to parasite load, concluding that

maintenance of traditional behaviours is driven by a need to reduce infection risk

(Tybur et al. 2016). But a reanalysis shows that traditionalism also correlates

significantly with latitude. In fact, latitude combined with country population size is

better predictor of variation in traditionalism than parasite load (Schneemann et al.

2017). Because traditionalism correlates with latitude, it will correlate with anything

else that correlates with latitude, including a wide range of climatic variables and

many measures of biodiversity. This is interesting, but not very helpful for

untangling causal links. For example, traditionalism also correlates significantly

with bird species richness, yet we might be reluctant to conclude that living with a

rich avifauna makes people more conservative (Schneemann et al. 2017).

Language diversity also scales with latitude (Collard and Foley 2002; Mace and

Pagel 1995), so in explaining language diversity we need to be careful not to

accidentally assign a causal relationship to variables that are linked through their

common latitudinal gradients. For example, we should not be surprised to learn that

language diversity can also be correlated to parasite load (Fincher and Thornhill

2008). More broadly, linguistic diversity and biodiversity show similar spatial

patterns (Gorenflo et al. 2012): is this because they are causally linked with each or

because they both scale with some other environmental factor (Gavin et al. 2013)?

This brings us to the next form of statistical non-independence: spatial autocor-

relation. As Lyell (1863) noted, related languages tend, by and large, to cluster

together in space. This means that spatial samples do not represent independent

observations about the relationship between language features and their

environment.

To illustrate this point, consider one of the world’s most intriguing hotspots of

language diversity, the New Guinea region, where nearly a fifth of the world’s

recognized languages are jammed into less than 1% of the Earth’s surface (Foley

2000). Spatial distribution of languages on the main island of New Guinea is

significantly correlated with patterns of mammal species richness, leading to claims

of a functional relationship between biodiversity and human cultural diversity

(Turvey and Pettorelli 2014). However, despite calls for an integrated biocultural

approach to conservation (Gavin et al. 2015), a negative association between
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endangerment of languages and mammals across New Guinea led to suggestions

that languages and species face different threatening processes in this region

(Turvey and Pettorelli 2014). But the interpretation of correlations between

languages and biodiversity, and between threatened languages and threatened

species, is complicated by spatial autocorrelation.

Maps of language and species distribution in New Guinea shows that some areas

have relatively low diversity of both languages and mammal species, particularly in

the southern lowlands (Fig. 1). From the spatial data alone, we don’t know why this

area has fewer languages and lower mammal diversity: whether it’s just a

coincidence that the low language diversity area happens to coincide with low

mammal species diversity, or whether the same process has caused both mammals

and languages to have low diversity in this region. But, whatever the cause, this

clear spatial pattern creates a problem for our attempt to apply correlation analyses.

If we divide New Guinea into grid cells and ask whether cells that have high

biodiversity also tend have high language diversity, then every grid we sample from

this lowland area will speak with one voice: low language richness, low mammal

Fig. 1 Distribution of languages and mammal species in New Guinea. Patterns of language diversity
(b) and mammal diversity (c) are non-random with respect to elevation (a). Patterns of threatened
languages (d: hatched areas) and threatened mammals (d: shaded areas) also show distinct spatial
clustering which is evident from the pattern of number of threatened languages (e) and threatened
mammal species (f) per grid cell. a Elevation, b language richness, c mammal species richness,
d threatened languages and mammals, e threatened languages and f threatened mammal species. Modified
from Turvey and Pettorelli (2014), and reproduced under Creative Commons license CC-BY version 4.0
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richness. The more samples we draw from this region, the louder the voice, and the

stronger the apparently relationship between language and mammal diversity

becomes. But multiple grid cells from this same region don’t represent independent

datapoints sampling the relationship between two variables. Instead they represent

pseudoreplication, making the same empirical observation—this particular lowland

area happens to have low language and mammal diversity—over and over again, yet

counting it as different datapoints. We could make this same observation more times

if we divide the area into increasingly small grid cells, but although that will

increase the number of datapoints it won’t change the amount of real evidence we

have concerning the relationship between mammal species richness and language

species richness. Including multiple grid cells representing the same spatial pattern

is really just duplicating the same data point, so the grid cells do not satisfy the

assumption of independence required by all statistical methods, where each

datapoint has to be a fair and unbiased test of the relationship between one variable

and another.

The problem is easier to appreciate when we consider the curious negative

relationship between threatened languages and threatened mammal species (Turvey

and Pettorelli 2014). Looking at the maps, we can see that most threatened

languages are found in the western half of New Guinea, in the Indonesian state of

Irian Jaya (Fig. 1d). There is a highest density of threatened mammal species in the

highlands on the eastern side of the island, in the independent state of Papua New

Guinea (PNG: Fig. 1f). It’s possible that each of these observations has a single

underlying cause, each effectively unconnected to the other: for example, it may be

that indigenous languages have not fared well under Indonesian occupation, and

mammals have not fared well under the dense settlement of the highlands. When the

island is divided into grid cells and each cell contributes one datapoint to the

analysis, these same two patterns are sampled again and again: cells in Irian Jaya

tend to have higher language threat (but mostly have lower mammal threat than the

PNG highlands), and cells in the PNG highlands have high mammal threat (but tend

to have lower language threat than Irian Jaya). This generates a significant negative

correlation, but the correlation arises from the similarity between neighbouring grid

cells, not because mammal threat and language threat have, in this case, any clear

causal relationship.

Because biologists frequently encounter this problem when analysing species

diversity data, they use statistical techniques that correct for the similarity of grid

cells based on their spatial proximity (Dormann et al. 2007). These methods

typically use a matrix of distances between the observations to partition the variance

between datapoints into that attributable to the spatial proximity of different

samples, and the residual variation once proximity has been taken into account.

Once you have taken the spatial relationship between grid cells for the New Guinea

data into account, there is no additional correlation between language richness and

species richness, and no correlation between threatened species and threatened

languages (Cardillo et al. 2015). The apparent correlation is due to the spatial

clustering of diversity, and so might not be a result of a functional link between

biodiversity and language diversity.
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We don’t have to be using grid cells as datapoints to encounter problems of

spatial autocorrelation. Any analysis that uses countries or cultures or languages as

data points runs into the same problems. For example, the observed relationship

between mean growing season and language diversity has been interpreted as

evidence for a demographic model of language diversity, where year-round

production of food allows smaller stable social groups to develop, leading to more

languages in a given area (Nettle 1998). But a close look at the data reveals

clustering of related cultures, for example the Melanesian countries all occur in the

top right hand corner—long growing season, high spatial language diversity—and

Middle Eastern countries in the lower left hand corner—shorter growing season,

lower language diversity (Fig. 2). So even though there is a clear linear association,

we can’t tell if the relationship is caused by a causal link between growing season

and language diversity, or if there is some other ‘‘lurking variable’’ (Naroll 1965)

that tends to be similar between related cultures, and also scales with environment.

Similarly, plots of speaker population size against aspects of language structure

also show spatially non-random patterns. Plots of the complexity of verb

morphology against speaker population size have been used to argue that languages

become simplified in large populations, potentially to facilitate learning by second-

language speakers (Lupyan and Dale 2010). Looking at the data (Fig. 3), verb

morphology tends to be high in the Americas and Australia (where average speaker

population sizes are low) and low in Europe (where average speaker population

sizes are large). While this fascinating pattern may demand explanation, we would

need to be cautious about interpreting comparisons between complexity and

population size, since the geographic patterns could be causing a correlation

between the two whether they are functionally linked or not. If European languages

happen to have low verb morphology, then it will correlate with all other traits that

characterise European languages, such as higher average speaker population sizes.

The recognition of similar spatial patterns in biodiversity and language diversity

has led to ecologists working on patterns of language diversity, providing a conduit

Fig. 2 Number of languages per country, accounting for differences in country size, against the mean
growing season in months. Reproduced from Nettle (1998) with permission from Elsevier (License
number 4046981123147)
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for analytical techniques developed in biogeography and macroecology to be

applied to the study of languages (Amano et al. 2014; Gavin and Sibanda 2012;

Gorenflo et al. 2012; Turvey and Pettorelli 2014). But there is a related area where

there has been surprisingly little tool swapping, despite the clear recognition of

shared problems: the problem of statistical non-independence due to descent, which

in evolutionary biology is referred to as ‘‘phylogenetic non-independence’’ but in

cultural studies and linguistics is known as ‘‘Galton’s problem’’.

Galton’s problem is the recognition that related cultures tend to share many

attributes, so comparing cultures can lead to false inference of causal relationships

that are actually due to co-inheritance of traits from a common ancestor. When

Edward Burnett Tylor, one of the founders of cross-cultural analysis, presented a

paper on marriage practices to the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and

Ireland in 1889, the President, Francis Galton, praised the comparative data on

which the study was based, but queried the method of analysis, which did not take

into account the interdependence of the observations. Galton noted that ‘‘full

information should be given as to the degree in which the customs of the tribes and

races which are compared together are independent. It might be, that some of the

tribes had derived them from a common source, so that they were duplicate copies

of the same original. Certainly, in such an investigation as this, each of the

observations ought, in the language of statisticians, to be carefully ‘weighted’’’ (see

Tylor 1889).

As for spatial autocorrelation, observations do not count as independent tests of a

hypothesis if they are effectively measuring the same observation again and again,

in languages that have all inherited the same set of characters from their common

ancestor. While the co-occurrence of particular linguistic traits has been interpreted

as evidence that the presence of one trait demands the presence of the other, the

tight coupling of traits may be due to their shared presence in a single ancestral

language, and their retention in many of its descendants (Bickel 2009; Evans 2013).

The traits may be associated by phylogenetic inertia rather than because one trait

Fig. 3 Relationship between inflectional synthesis of verbs, based on data from over 2000 languages
taken from the World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS), and speaker population size, averaged by
continent. Reproduced from Lupyan and Dale (2010) under Creative Commons Attribution (CCBY)
license
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necessitates the other. For example, analysis of hundreds of languages led to the

hypothesis that word order universals constrained languages to predictable sets of

grammatical structures (for example that object–verb ordering predicts postposi-

tions, relative clauses and genitives before the noun), but reanalysis in a

phylogenetic context showed that most of these patterns are lineage-specific (Dunn

et al. 2011). Counting each language as an independent observation of the

association between word order and grammatical structure inflates the appearance of

consistent relationships.

Galton’s problem is widely recognized in the study of language evolution (Bickel

2009; Everett et al. 2015; Levinson and Gray 2012; Mesoudi et al. 2006; Moran

et al. 2012; Roberts and Winters 2013). Yet few linguistic studies that make

comparisons between languages employ effective countermeasures. Adding

language family as a factor in the analysis does not remove the problem, because

phylogenetic non-independence occurs at all level of the genealogical hierarchy:

closely related languages will tend to be more similar to each other than to their

more distant relatives within the same family, and more closely related language

families will tend to share more in common with each other than more distant

families (Dediu and Levinson 2012; Eff 2004; Pagel et al. 2013). For the same

reason, balanced sampling (choosing one representative of each group) will also not

make the problem of non-independence go away: there will still tend to be more

similarities between representatives from closely related groups than to more distant

groups. The paucity of practical solutions to Galton’s problem in linguistics is odd

given the amount of energy expended on solving the same problem in evolutionary

biology.

The problem of non-independence due to descent has been appreciated in

evolutionary biology for as long as it has in cultural studies. Darwin (1859) drew

attention to the problem of spurious correlations caused by descent: ‘‘We may often

falsely attribute to correlation of growth, structures which are common to whole

groups of species, and which in truth are simply due to inheritance; for an ancient

progenitor may have acquired through natural selection some one modification in

structure, and, after thousands of generations, some other and independent

modification; and these two modifications, having been transmitted to a whole

group of descendants with diverse habits, would naturally be thought to be

correlated in some necessary manner’’.

Long and bloody battles have been fought in evolutionary biology over the need

for, and means of, correcting for phylogenetic non-independence in analyses that

look for patterns in the co-occurrence of traits in different species (e.g. Harvey et al.

1995; Pagel and Harvey 1992; Westoby et al. 1995). While it was initially claimed

that some fields could ignore the problems—such as ecology—the recognition of

the fundamental nature of the problem of covariation by descent has gradually

seeped through biology. All statistical analyses assume independence of datapoints,

therefore all statistical tests are violated when the features of the samples (such as

species or languages) are more likely to be similar between close relatives. Many

methods have been proposed to deal with this, ranging from choosing datapoints

that satisfy the assumptions of independence (e.g. the method of independent

comparisons) to modelling the covariation due to descent (e.g. phylogenetic least
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squares regression), though all these methods may be essentially the same under the

skin even if bearing little surface resemblance (Blomberg et al. 2012; Felsenstein

2004; Pagel and Harvey 1992).

With some notable exceptions (e.g. Dunn et al. 2011; Haynie and Bowern 2016),

why have analytical tools developed in evolutionary biology to deal with the

pervasive problem of phylogenetic non-independence not been adopted in studies of

linguistic diversity to solve the widely-recognized Galton’s problem? Perhaps the

reasons are social, such as a lack of effective communication between the fields—

but then recent developments in phylogenetic methodology have flowed freely from

evolutionary biology to linguistics so it seems odd that other evolutionary methods

should not likewise travel between the two disciplines. It may be cultural, perhaps

due to emphasis on different kinds of statistical analyses, but then there are plenty of

big-data approaches to understanding linguistic diversity so it seems unlikely to be

an allergic reaction to fancy statistical analyses. There may even be labelling

problems: evolutionary biologists generally don’t recognize the phrase ‘‘Galton’s

problem’’, just as linguists rarely refer to ‘‘phylogenetic non-independence’’—while

this may seem trivial it has great practical importance because searching under one

name of the problem may not reveal solutions developed under the other. And,

unhelpfully, biologists usually refer to the body of techniques developed to counter

these problems as ‘‘the comparative method’’ (generating datapoints that represent

statistically independent observations: Harvey and Pagel 1991), a phrase which

unfortunately has a different meaning to linguists (identification of features shared

by descent in order to reconstruct historical relationships: Hoenigswald 1963).

But a more practical reason for the low uptake of phylogenetic comparative

methods in linguistics is the understandable yet misguided belief that you can’t do

anything about phylogenetic non-independence unless you haves a fully resolved

phylogeny. The same problem slowed the introduction of phylogenetic comparative

method in evolutionary biology, which got bogged down in arguments about which

phylogeny we should use and how do we know what the true tree is anyway and

what we should do when we don’t have a phylogeny (Miles and Dunham 1993).

There is also the problem that, while most species phylogenies are constructed from

DNA sequences that are typically not directly related to the traits being tested for

evolutionary patterns, language phylogenies may be based on the same corpus of

data which is being examined for patterns and correlations, introducing a potential

circularity.

Not having a handy solution to the problem does not make the problem go away:

as Mark Pagel and Paul Harvey, two of the founders of the phylogenetic

comparative method in biology, said: ‘‘wishing does not make it so’’ (Pagel and

Harvey 1992). Ignoring Galton’s problem leaves researchers vulnerable to over-

interpreting inherited patterns as meaningful causal relationships. So what can

linguists do? Some might place ‘‘build more phylogenies’’ at the top of the wish list,

but there are solutions that do not require a fully-resolved, bifurcating language tree.

Any information on relatedness is better than none at all. For example, a language

taxonomy might not be a perfect reflection of phylogenetic relationships, but it will

do a better job of ameliorating covariation due to descent than using no phylogeny

at all (Schneemann et al. 2017). If there are multiple equally plausible hypotheses
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about relationships between languages, then the analysis can be conducted on all of

them to ask how much difference the uncertainty in genealogical relationships make

to the conclusions we can drawn. When seeking evidence of true causal

relationships, selecting fewer safer datapoints is likely to be a better strategy than

including lots of datapoints of dubious value (as biologists navigating the bold new

landscape of big-data phylogenomics are slowly coming to realise).

To illustrate that it is possible to apply the principles of the phylogenetic

comparative method without actually using a phylogeny in the analysis, consider the

influence of population size on language evolution. If related languages are more

likely to be similar in population size than they are to unrelated languages, and if the

feature of interest is also more similar among relatives, then there is a risk of being

distracted by incidental correlation. If Australian languages have a tendency to

complex verb morphology, and given that Australian speaker populations are

comparatively small, then including these languages in a global analysis of

complexity and population size will tend to promote a negative relationship between

population size and verb morphology, whether or not the two are causally connected

(Lupyan and Dale 2010: Fig. 3). In this sense the phylogenetic nestedness of

observations is, like spatial autocorrelation, a ‘‘nuisance factor’’, something that is

preventing us from seeing the relationship we are really interested in. A

phylogenetic comparative test is a way of looking for relationships between

variables above and beyond the relationship that comes for free from patterns of

descent (Pennell and Harmon 2013).

There are several ways to address this problem. One is to take a phylogenetic

approach, modelling the evolution of both traits along a phylogeny and asking if

change in one tends to be accompanied by a change in the other (Levinson and Gray

2012). But if you don’t have a phylogeny, you might still be able to compare traits

in related languages and ask whether the traits of interest are correlated with each

other. Consider a pair of related languages: as long as you know that the languages

you are considering sprang from a common ancestor, then you also know that at

some point in the past they both started with the same population size and the same

trait values. Any difference in trait and population size has evolved since then, so

you can ask if the one with the large population also has the simpler morphology, or

the faster rate of change, or whatever interests you. Of course, one such comparison

does not tell you much, as the association could be due to chance or coincidence.

But if you can gather together many different independent pairs of related

languages, you can begin to generalise.

Sister pairs are pairs of close relatives that share a more recent common ancestor

with each other than they do with any other language in your analysis. In other

words, the pairs represent unique trajectories of evolutionary history. Since sister

languages begin from the same starting point, any difference between them must

have evolved since they last shared a common ancestor. And that difference has

evolved independently of any differences between any of the other non-overlapping

pairs, so each pair represents an independent observation of the association between

population size and the trait of interest. This means you can do statistical tests on the

observed patterns—which might be as simple as asking whether you get a positive

association between trait and population size more often than you’d expect by
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chance, or it might be a more sophisticated analysis using models of evolutionary

change to compare observation to expectation (Bromham et al. 2015).

Comparing phylogenetically-independent pairs is like running a historical

experiment again and again (Bromham 2016)—what happens if I take a language,

split it into two speaker populations, and let one evolve larger population size, will it

also evolve faster rates of change or less complex morphology (or any other trait of

interest)? Selection of pairs is easiest when you have a fully resolved phylogeny that

you trust is a fair representation of the history of the languages. But, even in the

absence of a phylogeny, it’s a fair bet that for any group of languages, a

knowledgeable expert will be able to identify some comparisons that represent each

others’ close relatives. As long as you can identify pairs of languages that you are

confident share a more recent common ancestor with each other than they do with

any of the other pairs, you can conduct a phylogenetic comparative analysis

(Bromham et al. 2015). Selection of well-attested sister pairs has been unpopular

due to the feelings of loss associated with ‘‘throwing the data away’’ (not including

all available observations in an analysis). But lots of data does not help you if it

doesn’t satisfy the assumptions of the test: it’s better to have fewer reliable

datapoints. The analytical tools of the phylogenetic comparative method help us to

chip away the confounding factors to reveal the underlying causal relationships.

Conclusion

Interdisciplinary exchange can have significant impacts on research agendas. Often,

this exchange is discussed in terms of workers with different areas of expertise

coming together to solve a multidisciplinary problem that cannot be profitably

tackled from a narrow perspective, thus requires the integration of previously

separate strands of research (Repko 2007). But the tool-swapping discussed in this

paper is a different kind of interdisciplinary exchange, where ideas, models and

methods from one field are borrowed to aid progress in another field (see Luszki

1958). Sometimes this is achieved through the co-operation of multidisciplinary

teams, but sometimes it is by workers in one field adapting tools borrowed from a

different field to suit their own particular tasks (Bromham et al. 2016).

The fields of historical linguistics and evolutionary biology have been

intertwined at the edges, creating conduits for the swapping of tools between

disciplines. Some of these tools can help solve shared problems, such as methods for

dealing with statistical non-independence. Some tools provide new ways of looking

at existing data, and might stimulate the collection of new kinds of data, such as the

application of population genetic models to language change. Other tools provide a

kind of intellectual lubricant, allowing ideas and evidence from one field to aid the

uptake of similar ideas in the other, as observations of language change over time

did in the establishment of Darwinian gradualism.

It could be argued that ideas could flow more freely between fields of study in the

nineteenth century before discipline boundaries codified and researchers became

more specialised. For example, the great naturalist Alfred Russel Wallace collected

word lists as well as species on his travels, compiling tables of one hundred and
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seventeen basic vocabulary items for dozens of languages in the Malay archipelago,

‘‘more than half of which I believe are quite unknown to philologists’’ (Wallace

1872). However, fuzzier discipline boundaries do not provide a general explanation

of the vibrant exchange of ideas in the nineteenth century between historical

linguistics and evolutionary biology. Darwin and Lyell used language as an analogy

to make a rhetorical point, not because they were engaged in philological studies.

While Schleicher maintained a fruitful relationship with the great developmental

biologist Ernst Haeckel, Schleicher’s works were entirely in the sphere of

linguistics, not biology. The exchange of ideas between linguistics and biology

was, then as now, predominantly through experts in one field taking an academic

interest in the other. This tradition continues today, despite the hardening of

discipline specializations.

Much of the discussion around the interdisciplinary transfer between linguistics

and biology has focussed on interrogating whether the underlying evolutionary

processes are the same or different (Croft 2008; List et al. 2016; Van Wyhe 2005;

Whitfield 2008). Lack of shared mechanism has been a point of criticism of

analogies drawn between language evolution and biological evolution (List et al.

2016), and, conversely, similar patterns have been used to argue for similar

processes (Whitfield 2008). There are many ways in which language evolution and

biological evolution are fundamentally different. Some of these will make us think

twice about borrowing tools designed in one field for use in the other—for example,

it is not yet clear if founder effect models built on diploid genetic inheritance are a

useful way to describe loss of language variants. Other differences may seem

overwhelming yet might not end up making much difference to the models, for

example it may be that deliberate language change will not be an impediment to

using evolutionary models that were designed for a system that has random

generation of heritable variation. I have argued here that homology of process is not

always critical for profitable tool swapping. Analogies between the two fields have

in the past been useful explanatory devices, whether or not those analogies reflect

the same underlying mechanisms. Identifying useful analogies can also lead to the

adoption of potentially useful methods from one field to the other, such as drawing

analogies between horizontal gene transfer and hybridization in biology and

borrowing and contact-induced change in linguistics.

Despite the many fundamental differences, there are a number of similarities

between language change and biological evolution that influence the way both

biologists and linguists go about the task of understanding the generation and

maintenance of diversity. One is that the closest that either historical linguistics or

evolutionary biology can come to a universal statement is that there are probably no

universal patterns of change and every rule has an exception (except perhaps this

one: Evans 2013; Welch 2016). And the other is that extinction is nearly always

irreversible, and the loss of either a language or a species represents a tragedy to

those who wish to understand evolutionary processes. Each species or language

represents the accumulation of unique features and novel combinations of

structures, and as such each attests to the relationships between traits, representing

the outcome of an evolutionary process under novel circumstances with a unique

history, shaped by both chance and directional change. Just as the loss of a language
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is the loss of a unique set of words and structures, so the loss of a species is the loss

of a unique set of genetic variants that worked together as an integrated whole.

Every species or language lost is a thread lost from the global tapestry made over a

vast number of lifetimes. The more threads we lose, the less we can understand

about the processes and patterns that shaped that diversity.
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